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A plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) is an automobile
Which can use either electricity or gasoline. With high gaso

line prices, electricity is becoming a promising alternative to
poWer next generation automobiles. One advantage of the
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SYSTEM TO AUTOMATICALLY RECHARGE
VEHICLES WITH BATTERIES

cycles, tanks, tri-Wheeled vehicles, quadrupedal vehicles, and
bipedal vehicles. Vehicles Which transport people and those

FIELD OF INVENTION

Which do not transport people also fall Within the scope of this
invention.
FIG. 1 shoWs a draWing of a typical vehicle 101 next to the
automated charger. Here, the rear half of the vehicle 101 is
shoWn. The charging receptacle 102 of the vehicle 101 con
nects to the plug 103 of the charger such that electrical poWer
can be transferred from the charger to the vehicle 101. The
receptacle 102 of the vehicle 101 and the plug 103 of the

This invention relates to electric vehicles, plug-in hybrid
electric vehicles, hybrid electric vehicles, and any other
vehicles With batteries, speci?cally to recharge such vehicles
Whose battery needs to be electrically charged.

charger use a metal-to-metal terminal connection similar to

INTRODUCTION

hoW the plug of a refrigerator Would ?t into the poWer outlet

A plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) is an automobile
Which can use either electricity or gasoline. With today’s high

gas prices, electricity is becoming a promising alternative to
poWer next generation automobiles. Battery electric vehicles
(BEV) Which use only electricity, also hold promise as a
viable alternative to automobiles that just use petroleum
based fuels.
PHEV’ s Which could have battery capacities equivalent to
l0’s of miles of driving are best suited for commuters Who
need to do short trips most of the time. An additional advan
tage of the PHEV is that charging can be done at home
Without the need of going to a gasoline station. Nonetheless,

the small battery capacity of PHEV’ s may require recharging

20

cord 106 is separate from the robotic manipulator 104, but
other embodiments can have the charging cord 106 integrated
into the robotic manipulator 104. Here, the light-sensitive
25

device 105 is a CCD (charge-coupled device) camera Which
connects to the base 107. The base 107 contains the comput

30

ing platform. Vision processing is de?ned as an algorithm that
takes video image data as input and performs calculations to
identify objects. Our system uses vision processing to iden
tify the vehicle from video image data captured by the camera
105. The hardWare that performs the vision processing is

the batteries almost everyday. It Would be convenient for an
oWner of a car With batteries to not have to plug in the battery

each and every day that charging is required.
SUMMARY

in a home. The charging cord 106 is a conductive conduit that
transfers electrical poWer from the base 107 of the charger to
the plug 103. The means of moving said charging cord 106 in
the three linear directions x,y,Z is done by the robotic manipu
lator 104. The robotic manipulator 104 is a set of motoriZed
linkages that can move the end-effector in any direction. The
end-effector is de?ned as the end of a robotic manipulator 1 04
to Which the plug 103 is attached. In this FIG. 1, the charging

called the computing platform. A typical computing platform
might include memory in the form of ?ash memory or a hard
disk drive and a processing core like a CPU (central process

The invention is a system and method Which are de?ned by

the claims Which are hereby incorporated by reference.

ing unit) or GPU (graphics processing unit). The base 107
DRAWINGS

35

FIG. 1. Vehicle Charger Embodiment 1. This is a draWing
of a vehicle next to the automated charger Where the camera
is mounted on the base of the system.

FIG. 2. Vehicle Charger Embodiment 2. This is a draWing

40

of a vehicle next to the automated charger Where the LIDAR
system is mounted on the Wall.
FIG. 3. Automated Electric Charging Method. This is a

also includes electronics to transfer poWer from the poWer

cord 108 to the charging cord 106. Lastly, the poWer cord 108
is plugged into an electrical outlet in the Wall.
FIG. 2 shoWs a draWing of another embodiment of the
invention. Here, the front half of the vehicle 201 is shoWn. The
charging receptacle 202 of the vehicle is located in the hood
of the vehicle 201 near the front. The receptacle 202 and plug
203 of the charger use a system of charging based on induc
tion Where there is never a physical connection betWeen the

metal contacts of the receptacle 202 and plug 203. Once the

?owchart of the method for automatically charging a vehicle.
45

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

plug 203 is inserted into the receptacle 202, complementary
coils of Wire are used to transfer poWer inductively from the

plug 203 to the receptacle 202. In this embodiment, the charg

ing cord (not visible) is integrated into the robotic manipula

Our invention is a system that plugs the poWer automati
cally into the vehicle With minimal intervention. The system
is composed of a robotic manipulator With a camera and a
processing unit. The system uses the camera and vision pro

50

tor 204. The light-sensitive device 205 is a LIDAR system.
LIDAR (light detection and ranging) is a method of mea

suring the distance of objects using light. The LIDAR system

cessing techniques to identify the vehicle’s position. The

for this embodiment captures a 2-dimensional array of re?ec

robotic manipulator then directs the charging cord’ s plug into
the charging receptacle of the vehicle. Once charging is com
plete, the robotic manipulator removes the plug from the

tivity and distance information from its ?eld of vieW. The key
difference betWeen the video camera and a LIDAR system is
55

that the LIDAR system generates the light source itself,
Whereas a camera usually relies on ambient light from the

vehicle and returns to a neutral position.

The invention is designed to make it easier to maintain

surroundings (for example sunlight). This alloWs the device

electric vehicles, such as PHEV’s and BEV’s Which can be

to operate in conditions With no lighting, such as a darkened

charged by an external source. By having a charger that
requires minimal human intervention, the user does not have
to Worry about the hassle of plugging and unplugging the
charger everyday. The invention can be placed in a garage, at

60

garage. Like a camera, the LIDAR system produces data that
When processed can be used to help determine the position of
the vehicle. Another term for LIDAR is LADAR (laser detec

tion and ranging).

recharging stations, or, if Weather-proo?ng is done, in an

encompasses any moving device poWered by batteries,

The LIDAR system 205 is mounted on the Wall such that it
can vieW the entire robotic manipulator 204 and the location
of the receptacle 202. The robotic manipulator 204 attaches to
the base 207 of the system. The base 207 contains the com

including but not limited to: golf carts, cars, trucks, motor

puting platform. The LIDAR system 205 communicates to

outside parking area. Additionally, our invention is not just
limited to automobiles but instead should have a scope that

65
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the computing platform via a cord 209, though other embodi

tor. Alerting the driver could be as simple as a ?ashing light or

ments could also use a form of Wireless RF communication.

an audible beep. Once alerted, the driver, knoWing the vehicle

Lastly, a poWer cord 208 from the base 207 is plugged into a

is in range of the charger, can stop.
Consumer vehicles come With keys to lock and unlock the
vehicles. Most vehicles come With keys that have Wireless
remote unlocking systems Which We call the remote key. The

poWer outlet on the back Wall.

Additional Embodiments

remote key uses RF to transmit information to the vehicle to
unlock and lock the vehicle. As an additional embodiment of

As an additional embodiment, a camera is attached to the

the invention, the system is equipped With a Wireless remote

end-effector of the robotic manipulator to aid in the accurate

system that can communicate With the remote key or With the
vehicle itself The method of operation Would be as folloWs:
When the user parks the car in the garage and locks the vehicle

positioning of the charging plug relative the receptacle.
As an additional embodiment, the system contains a means

of detecting humans in the vicinity. Ensuring the safety of
humans in the vicinity of moving robots is clearly very impor

With the remote key, the charging system receives noti?cation
from the vehicle. The noti?cation Would indicate that the car

tant. While the chance of an accident occurring is small, extra
safeguards can be taken to further reduce the chance of injury.
The invention is designed to be no more dangerous than any
other stationary object located in a garage. With that said, it is
important to mention the potential risks such a system Would

have. Worst-case dangers are: l) pinching of body parts like
?ngers if they are placed at a joint of the robotic manipulator,
2) bruises from the manipulator bumping into an individual,
3) eye damage from a manipulator’s end-effector bumping
into the face of an individual. To eliminate these dangers and
as an additional embodiment to the invention, the system
contains a means of detecting humans in the vicinity of the

is ready to be charged. The charger could then start to charge
the car. Similarly, When the driver Wants to use the car, he

unlocks the car With the remote key. Since the vehicle is
unlocked, there is a good chance the vehicle Will be used.

20

Operation
25

charger and taking precautionary action.
gested. Ultrasound sensors emit high-frequency sound
Waves. Motion can be detected by the re?ection of these
30

burglar systems. These sensors offer an inexpensive and

In the process of determining the vehicle position, the
system determines the make and model of the vehicle.
Typically, this can be done by using vision processing to
identify certain vehicle characteristics. If such charac

quently, a database containing the position of the charg
40

ing receptacle for any vehicles’ make and model can be
accessed to determine the receptacle location of the

vehicle in question.
Alternatively, vision processing can be used to search for

the charging receptacle itself. If the visual characteris
45

tics of the receptacle make it so that it can be easily
identi?ed visually, then such an algorithm can be used to

identify the location of the charging receptacle relative
50

people Were detected but they Were someWhat distant from

the robotic manipulator, then the charger might have enough
time to disengage the plug from the receptacle and position

mined 3004. There are a feW methods the system can employ

teristics are unique to the make and model of a vehicle,
then the model of the vehicle can be identi?ed. Conse

Were very close to the manipulator While the system Was in

the process of connecting the charger to the vehicle, the
robotic manipulator could freeZe. By not moving, the
manipulator is not in danger of bumping into a human. If

determine the position of the vehicle 3003.
Once the location of the vehicle is determined, the position
of the charging receptacle on the vehicle needs to be deter
methods are bulleted beloW:

of a camera or a LIDAR system. In addition to detecting the 35

Safety Laser Scanners, are speci?cally designed to detect
human movement for robotic systems in industrial applica
tions.
If human movement Was detected, then appropriate pre
cautionary action can be taken. For example, if the humans

by receiving a video image from the camera 3001. The image

to identify the location of the charging receptacle 3005. The

simple solution to detect human motion.
Another Way of detecting humans in the vicinity of the
charger is to employ a light-sensitive device either in the form
relative position of the car to the charger, these or additional
light-sensitive devices can be used to detect the presence of
humans in the ?eld of vieW. This method differs from the
method employing ultra-sound sensors in that the vision pro
cessing algorithms are more intensive but have the potential
to be more reliable and offer more options for precautionary
action than the simpler ultra-sound sensors.
In fact, speci?c LIDAR systems, such as the SICK S3000

FIG. 3 shoWs the ?owchart of the method for automatically
charging a vehicle. This embodiment of the invention starts

is processed using vision processing techniques 3002 to

TWo means of detecting the presence of humans are sug

Waves off objects. This technology is commonly employed in

Therefore, the vehicle noti?es the charger via RF communi
cation that charging needs to be terminated and the robotic
manipulator needs to disengage the plug from the vehicle.

55

the robotic manipulator in a safe resting position.
The system can recharge the vehicle as long as the robotic

manipulator is Within reach of the charging receptacle. If the
driver does not park the vehicle Within range of the manipu

to the vehicle, all by itself, Without the need of a database
of receptacle locations for all makes and models.
A third means of locating the receptacle lends itself par
ticularly Well to a home charging device. Since at home
the same vehicle Will normally be parked in the same
location, the system needs to identify the location of the
receptacle relative to the vehicle only once. This could
be done by having the user identify the make and model
of the car, himself, through a user interface. Again by
accessing a database of all makes and models, the loca
tion of the receptacle can be determined.

Finally, the automated charging system could employ

lator, then the system cannot charge the car. As another
embodiment of the invention, the system contains a means of
helping the driver position the vehicle While parking. This can
be done by using a proximity sensor to detect the distance of
the car to the charger. The proximity sensor could be in the

60

some sort of learning behavior. The system could use the

form of ultrasound, LIDAR, or a camera. As the driver

65

camera(s) to Watch the driver insert the charging plug
manually, and from such actions and by using vision
processing, the system, itself, could try to decipher
Where the charging receptacle is located. This could be
termed visual training Where the charging system learns

approaches the charging system, the system Will alert the
driver When the vehicle is su?iciently close to the manipula

Where the charging receptacle is located by actively
Watching the plug being inserted into the vehicle.

US 7,999,506 B1
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Once the receptacle position is known, then the system can
proceed to move the plug of the charging cord towards the
receptacle 3006. The system plans out the motion of the

system engages the receptacle of said vehicle such that elec
trical poWer can be transferred from the system to the vehicle.

3. The system of claim 1, Wherein the means of detecting
people Within the vicinity is done With a device that uses
ultrasound.
4. The system of claim 1, Wherein the means of detecting

robotic manipulatorusing path planning algorithms and kine
matic models of the system. Additionally, the torque of the
linkages can be monitored for diagnostic purposes. If out-of
the-ordinary behavior occurs (for example, excessive torques

people Within the vicinity is done With said light-sensitive
device.
5. The system of claim 1, Wherein the means of detecting
people Within the vicinity is done With a l-dimensional or

or forces, motion that does not correlate With the expected

response, objects obstructing the vision), then the system can
take precautionary actions.
Once the plug of the charging cord reaches the receptacle,

2-dimensional LIDAR (light detection and ranging).
6. The system of claim 1, Wherein said light-sensitive

depending on the vehicle, it might be necessary to remove a
cap or cover to expose the receptacle 3007. The end-effector
of the robotic manipulator can have a specialiZed hook or

device is a video camera device.

7. The system of claim 1, Wherein said light-sensitive

gripper system, speci?cally designed to remove the cap. The
vision system provides feedback to precisely control the
motion of the grippers, directing them through the proper

device is a LIDAR system.

8. The system of claim 1, Wherein the system is further
comprised of a means to notify the driver When to stop the
vehicle While the driver is parking the vehicle near to said

motions to open the cap.

Once the receptacle cap is removed, the manipulator

20

system.

25

9. The system of claim 1, Wherein saidmeans of moving the
charging cord of the charger is a robotic manipulator.
10. The system of claim 9, Wherein the said charging cord
is integrated into said robotic manipulator.
11. The system of claim 1, Wherein the system is further

engages the plug into the receptacle 3008. A proper connec

tion is con?rmed by the electronics of the system. The plug
may contain additional electrical contacts to verify the integ

rity of the connection. Alternatively, inductively coupled
plug/receptacle pairs can measure the electrical response of

comprised of an RF receiver Which alloWs communication
With the vehicle or a remote key Whereby the charger can be
noti?ed by either the vehicle or the remote key that the vehicle

an applied signal to verify the connection integrity.
Once the connection is veri?ed, the vehicle’s batteries are
charged 3009. Whether the charging time lasts a feW hours or
a feW minutes, the system stays connected until the batteries
are fully charged or until an external event necessitates the

30

comprised of a cap that covers said receptacle Which must be

premature removal of the plug.
Once charging is completed, the robotic manipulator dis
connects the plug from the receptacle, closes the receptacle
cap, and moves to a resting position 3010. The system main
tains a resting position until at a later time, it recogniZes that
a vehicle needs to be charged.

removed or opened before charging can be performed.
13. The system of claim 2, Wherein electrical poWer is
35

transferred by physically contacting loW resistance materials
of the charging receptacle of the vehicle and the plug of the
system providing for current ?oW betWeen the tWo units.
14. The system of claim 2, Wherein electrical poWer is
transferred inductively Without metal contacts betWeen the

CONCLUSION

charging receptacle of the vehicle and the plug of the system.
40

While my above ?gures and descriptions contain many

15. A method for an automated electric vehicle recharging

system, the method comprising:

speci?cities, these should not be construed as limitations on
the scope of the invention, but rather as an exempli?cation of

some preferred embodiments thereof. Accordingly, the scope
of the invention should be determined not by the embodi

is ready to be charged.
12. The system of claim 2, Wherein the system is further

receiving a video image data from a light-sensitive device
Which outputs a 2-dimensional array of pixel informa

tion;
45

ments illustrated, but by the appended claims and their legal

processing said video image data from the light-sensitive

equivalents.

device using a computing platform in order to determine
the relative position of the vehicle relative to said sys

We claim:

tem;
identifying the location of a charging receptacle of the

1. A system to automatically charge batteries in a vehicle,

50

the system comprising:

vehicle;
automatically moving a charging cord of a charger to said

a light-sensitive device Which outputs a 2-dimensional

receptacle in the three linear directions x, y, Z relative to

array of pixel information;
a computing platform;

the vehicle;

a means for moving a charging cord of a charger in the three
linear directions x, y, Z relative to the vehicle;
a means for determining the relative position of the vehicle

relative to said system using the light-sensitive device
and operating said means for moving said charger to
bring said charging cord into the correct position to

55

charger; and
de?ning precautionary actions the charger can take if
60

vicinity of the charger; and
2. The system of claim 1, Wherein the system is further
comprised of a plug/receptacle pair Where the plug of said

humans are detected in the vicinity.
16. The method of claim 15, Where the method of identi

fying the location of the recharging receptacle is done by
using a vision based-algorithm to recogniZe the charging

convey poWer to the vehicle;
a means for detecting if people are located Within the
a means for de?ning precautionary actions the charger can
take if humans are detected in the vicinity.

charging the vehicle once said charging cord is connected
to said receptacle;
detecting if people are located Within the vicinity of the

65

receptacle on the vehicle.
17. The method of claim 15, Wherein, the means of receiv
ing image data is a camera.
18. The method of claim 15, Wherein, the means of receiv

ing image data is a LIDAR system.

US 7,999,506 B1
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19. The method of claim 18, wherein the method further

20. The method of claim 15, Where the method of identi

comprises:
using re?ectance and distance information from said
LIDAR to help determine the location of the Vehicle;
identifying the location of the charging receptacle;
and moving a charging cord to said receptacle.

fying the location of the recharging receptacle is done by
having a-priori knowledge of the location of the recharging
receptacle for a particular Vehicle make and model.
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